
enjoy commercial free music, original shows, the latest sports and 
news on over 170 channels in your personal headphones.

Bring your own music or choose from our selection of rock, pop, country or 
instrumental. Our selection of cd’s is located in the reception area. 

Whether you are tired from traveling, clouded by computers, congested 
from sinuses or tightened up by tension, this eye mask can help you 
feel more refreshed.
  
Our electronic chair massagers put you in control. You can adjust the 
temperature and speed of the back massage. every treatment room is 
equipped with a relaxing back massager.

This organic neck pillow covered in comfortable fabric fits perfectly 
around your neck and readily adjusts to your comfort needs. This hits 
the spot during every appointment. Best of all, it is already on your 
chair waiting for you. 

The eye pillow is designed to soothe away stress and tension. Filled 
with organic flax seed to provide a gentle weight and a calming blend 
of essential oil of herbs to ease your mind.

A good old fashioned, comfortable “blankie.” Wrap this around you 
and feel protected. You may get relaxed enough to take a nap while 
you are in our office today.

Breathe away your anxieties with our lightly scented analgesia 
treatment. Float through your appointment and yet be 100% clear 
minded for the rest of the day. 

Infuse your body with life giving oxygen. Breathe the right mix of 
oxygen to clear your head and oxygenate your body.

The perfect adjunct to the take home whitening procedure. Be 
pampered for 45 minutes with any or all of the above as your teeth 
magically whiten before your eyes. Also great as a quick boost before 
special events in your life. This appearance improving treatment 
makes a great gift for someone special in your life. 
Note: Depending on our schedule, dental whitening may require another 
appointment. All other services can be experienced today.

Your comments and suggestions on how we can improve this unique menu are welcome.

Grand Dental Studio
RelAxATIOn Menu

Be prepared to experience a level of tranquility that has not existed in a dental environment until now. 
Browse our list of refreshing items, choose a few, relax, enjoy.

xM Satellite Radio Player
complimentary

Personal compact Disc 
Player 
complimentary

Soft Gel eye Mask  
complimentary

Stress Relieving  
chair Massage   
complimentary

Spa neck Pillow    
complimentary

Aromatherapeutic  
eye Pillow   
complimentary

comfort Blanket  
complimentary

nitrous Oxide  
Analgesia
 $56 

Oxygen Breathing Therapy  
$56

Dental Power Whitening 
Procedure 
$350




